ON FOURIER TRANSFORMS. lilt
by

A. C. OFFORDt

1. Introduction.

In this paper we are concerned with functions connected

by the relations
(1.11)

F(x) = (27t)-1'2 f

f{u)e~ixudu,

J —oo

(1.12)

/{*) = (27t)-1'2f F(u)eix"du.
J -00

The integrals will usually be interpreted

in the sense of Cesäro, i.e., the in-

tegral f_jp(u)du is said to be summable (C, k), k>0, if

/" I( 1-I Iw|\*<j>(u)du
tends to a limit as to tends to infinity.

Definition

(1.2)

1. Write

F(x, «) = (2tt)-1/2
J

(l - •±^f(u)f****4u.

Suppose that F(x, o>) is in Lp(— <x>,oo),§ 1 g
function F(x) such that, if 1 g />< oo,

g oo,/<?r a# to awe/ iAaJ iAere M a

lim f IF(x) - F(x, to)I'd* = 0,
**** J-x

or in case p = oo,
lim essential upper bound | F(x) — F(x, to)| =0.
(a—>oo

Then we say that F(x) is the Fourier transform in Lp off(x).

This definition is shown to be consistent
the cases p = l, <*>.

with the usual one|| except in

t Presented to the Society, February 23, 1935; received by the editors April 2, 1934.
t Keddey Fletcher-Warr student of the University of London.
§ A measurable function 4>{x)is in L"(a, b), 1 £*p< <*>,if /„*| <t>(x)\"dx is finite. It is in L"(a, b)
if it is equivalent to a function which is bounded in (a, i>).

|| Cf. Wiener, 12, p. 67; Berry, 2, p. 227. (See Bibliography, on p. 266, for references.)
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Definition
2. A measurable function f(x) is said to belong to the class H",
1 < p < =o, when it is integrable L in every finite range and such that

(1.3)

f

\F(x, w)\pdx g Mp,

J —00

wfere F(x, co) »5 given by (1.2) awd Iff is a number independent of co. The function f(x) belongs to the class H1 if it satisfies (1.3) for p = 1 and in addition

(1.31)

f I F(x, co)I dx g e

whenever the measure of the set e is less than some positive number 8(e). When
p = oo the condition (1.3) is to be interpreted as

(1.32)

I F(x, co)I = M,

for all x and co.
Definition

3. 4 measurable function F(x) belongs to the class Lp* if it is in

Lp( — °o, oo))lg^<oo>

dwdswcäthat
eixu _

iu

i

■F(u)du

converges to an indefinite Lebesgue integral. The class L* is the class of all the
bounded functions F(x) for which the expression

U.

eixu—1
-—F(u)du
-i
iu

i

-F(u)du
iu

+ I

J _,

F(u)du

is summable (C, 1) to an indefinite Lebesgue integral.
Definition
4. A measurable function belongs to the class HPL1
1 g g <; oo, zj"^ belongs to both Hp and L«.

g p g =o,

The results of this paper can now be summarized as follows:
(i) If f(x) belongs to Hp, 1 = p = oo, then it has a Fourier transform F(x) in
Lp and the inverse formula (1.12) holds (Theorems 1 and 2).
(ii) If F(x) belongs to Lp*, 1 ^p= oo, then it is the Fourier transform in
Lp of a function/(x)
which belongs to Hp (Theorem 5).
f Throughout this paper we shall use M to denote a number not necessarily the same at each
occurrence but always independent of the variables under consideration.
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(iii) Iif(x) belongs to HpLq, then it has a Fourier transform F(x) in L".
F(x) belongs to H" and /(—x) is the Fourier transform in L3 of F(x) (Theo-

rem 10).
(iv) Thereis complete reciprocity in the class HPLP, 1 g/>g oo (Theorem 12).
It is not assumed in (i) that/(x) belongs to a Lebesgue class and this need
not be the case. Hence although the inverse formula (1.12) holds it does not
follow that/( —x) is the Fourier transform of F(x) in the sense of Definition 1.
The result (ii) is the converse of (i). It is also shown in Theorem 6 that if f{x)
belongs to Hp then its Fourier transform F(x) belongs to Lv*.
The results of (iii) and (iv) complete those of (i). A result of particular
interest in the Plancherel-Titchmarsh
theory of Fourier transforms is the
reciprocity in the class L2. In (iv) we assert the existence of other classes of
functions which also possess this reciprocity. When 1 g p —2 the class HPLP
is contained in L2 but for p > 2 this need not be the case.
There is an interesting connection between the case p = oo and functions
which are bounded and harmonic in a half plane. We have already discussed
this case from this point of view.f However, the arguments there employed
are hardly suited for the case 1 —p < oo. Accordingly, in this paper we employ an entirely different method using the notion of weak convergence where
before we used Fatou's theorem. We shall, however, refer to our previous
paper for the proofs of some of the theorems concerning the case p = oo when
they differ from the case 1 —p < oo.
One further point requires explanation. It is the substitution of Definition
1 for the definition of the Fourier transform ordinarily given. There are two
reasons for this. First, with the ordinary definition, some of the results of
this paper, noticeably Theorem 5, would not be true in the case p = 1 as has
been shown by Hille and Tamarkin.|
Secondly, with Definition 1, not only
does F(x, co) converge in mean to F(x) but it also converges in the ordinary
sense almost everywhere. This enables us to avoid using convergence in mean
which is in some respects an advantage. In fact some of the functions we employ do not belong to Lebesgue classes and so the notion of convergence in
mean is not always applicable. However, it can be shown by the argument
used by Hille and Tamarkin§ that the two definitions are equivalent except
when p = l, oo. This we show in Theorem 7.
2. The class 27p. In this section we shall prove some of the fundamental
results of the paper. In each case we shall have recourse to a series of lemmas.
t Offord, 7. The classes E" and i* were described in this paper as the classes E and B* respectively. Some of these results have been extended to Hankel transforms. See 8, and 9.

t Hille and Tamarkin, 4, p. 773.
§ Loc. cit.
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belongs to Hp, 1 g p < oo, then the integral

(2.1)

(21t)-1/2 f

f{u)e~ixHu

J -OO

z\s summable (C, 1) almost everywhere, to a function F(x) which belongs to the
class 7>( — oo, oo). The function F(x) is the Fourier transform in Lp of f{x) and

f(x) = (2t)-1'2 f F(u)eix"du
"

(C, 1)

—OO

almost everywhere.
Theorem 2. If fix) belongs to Hx, then the integral (2.1) is boundedly summable (C, 1) almost everywhere to a bounded function F(x) which is the Fourier
transform in Lx of f(x) and

(2.2)

/(*) = (2x)-1'2 f F(u)e^du

(C, 1)

J -oo

almost everywhere.

Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. The proof of Theorem 2 is given
elsewhere, f Possibly the most important result in this connection is Parseval's
theorem which takes the following forms according to the value of p.

Theorem

3. Let f(x) belong to Hp, 2-=p=<x>. Let G(x) belong to Lp'

(—oo, oo), where p' =p/(p — l). Let g( —x) be the Fourier transform% in Lp of
G{x) and let g(x) be bounded in every finite range. Then

f F{x)G{x)dx= f f(x)g(- x)dx,
J -oo

J —m

where the first integral is convergent and the second summable (C, 1).
Theorem 4. Letf(x) belong to Hp, 1 g p = 2. Let g(x) belong to L" (— oo, oo)
and let g(x) be bounded in every finite range. Let G(x) be the Fourier transform%

in L"' of g(x). Then

f F(x)G(x)dx= f f(x)g(- x)dx

J —X

J -OO

where the first integral is convergent and the second summable (C, 1).
t Offord, 7, Theorem 1. This theorem only asserts that (2.2) is summable (C, 2) almost everywhere. The complete result is given in Offord, 10.
X In the ordinary sense. It is, of course, a classical result that, if G(x) belongs to L"', 1
then g(.v) has a Fourier transform in
a similar remark applies also to Theorem 4.
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The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are given after Lemma 3. We employ
these theorems in establishing the inverse relations in Theorems 1 and 2.

Lemma 1. Letf(u) belong to H", 1 i%p= °°, and let
F(x,v) = (2t)-1'2 f

^1 - ^^}{u)e-ixHu.

Then there exists a sequence {Vj} such that F(x, v,) converges weakly, with exponent p, to some function F(x) of the class Lp.

By the definition of the class Hp the functions F(x, v) are uniformly
bounded in Lp. The lemma is thus a classical resultf of the theory of weak
convergence.
In the following lemma we consider a function G(x) which is bounded and
integrable L in (— =©, *). This function belongs to every Lebesgue class and
so has a Fourier transform g(—u) in the classical sense.
Lemma 2. Let fix) belong to Hp, 1 ±sp = oo, and let a sequence {v,} and a
function F{x) be defined as in Lemma 1. Let G(x) be integrable L and bounded
in (-co,
00) and let g( —x) be the Fourier transform of G(x). Then

/F(u)G(u)du
-oo

}->" J-rj

Since G(x) belongs

j

'(l

(l —■—~^/(M)g( — u)du.
V

Vj '

to L(— oo, oo),

-"^-)/(«)«(-

= (27t)-1'2
f

= lim f

u)du

~

f(u)du J* G(x)e-""dx

= (2tt)-112f G(x)dx f '(l -

f(ii)e-ixudu= f F(x, Vj)G(x)dx.

Now G(x) is bounded and belongs to L( — oo, oo). Hence it belongs to Lp'
(—oo, oo), p' = p/{p — \). Therefore, by Lemma 1 and the general convergence theorem of Hobson and Lebesgue, f

/F(x)G(x)dx
-oo

= lim f

(l-■—f(u)g(—

",-"» J -tj V

u)du.

Vj /

The reader will observe that, in the proof of the case p = 1, it is at this stage

that we require (1.31).
t Cf. Hobson, 5, p. 253, and Banach, 1.
t Hobson, 5, p. 422, and Lebesgue, 6, p. 52.
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Lemma 3. If f{x) belongs to Hp, 1 g/> g oo, then the integral
(2ir)-1/2 f

f(u)e~ixudu

•* -00

m sutnmable (C, 1) almost everywhere to a function F(x) which is the Fourier
transform in Lp of f(x).

In Lemma 2 take
(27t)-1'2 f 1 --\eixu,

-

co g u = co,

g(u) =

< — co,

co S u.

Then
C

G(y) = (27t)-1'2 I

sin2ico(;
2 sin2
%w(x — y)

gMe-^du

=-—

J -x

7TC0

(x -— y)2
(*

The function G(y) obviously satisfies the hypotheses
F(y) is defined as in Lemma 1, we have
(2x)-i'2

C (

\A\

( 1 - i—L)/(«)tf-fa-d«

= -

co /

of Lemma 2. Hence, if

2 r" sin2
sin2 |co(x
£w(x —
- y)
y)
-

2

(x — yY
y)
(*

xcoJ_M

" F(y)dy.

Now this is Fejer's integral and it is well known that for 1 g p g oo the integral tends to F(x) almost everywhere as cotends to infinity. Hence

F(x) = (2t)"1'2 lim f

(l -

Oj—_w

\

f(u)e~ixHu
CO /

almost everywhere, the convergence being in Lp. This is the desired result.
We can now complete the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.
Proof of Theorem 3. By hypothesis,/(x)
belongs to Hp and G(x) to Lp'.

Hence, by Lemma 3,

f

G(x)F(x)dx = (27r)-1/2lim j

= (27t)-1'2lim lim f
*>-«'

J -X\

G(x)dx j

(l -

^1 - — ^ f(u)e~ix"du

G(x)dx f
X

/

J-u\

(1 -

f(u)e~ix"du
CO/

= lim I,
CO—»00

in virtue of the consistence theorem for Cesäro summation. We use I as an
abbreviation.
Now G(x) belongs to 2>', lg/>'g2.
Hence G(x) has a Fourier transform

g(—u) in 2>. Alsof
t This follows from a classical argument due to Plancherel. See Hobson, 5, pp. 748-49. The proof
for bounded convergence is of course the same as the proof for uniform convergence.
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[September

^1 - ^~-^G(.x)e-ix"dx.

Further the convergence is bounded in every interval in which g( —u) is
bounded and so, by hypothesis, in every finite range \u | gco. Therefore

I = lim (27t)-1'2J* ^1 - ^^jf(u)du

j

1^1-

G{x)e-iz"dx

Hence

J* G{x)F{x)dx
= lim J* ^1 - -^-^/(«)#(- tt)aw
and this is the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of
Theorem 3. Here g(u) belongs to />, 1 ^p = 2. Hence, with the usual terminology, g(u) has a Fourier transform G(x) in L"'. Further, by PlanchereFs
argument,! the relation (2.21) holds, the convergence being bounded in every
interval in which g{ —u) is bounded. The desired conclusion therefore follows
by the preceding argument.
The following lemma together with Lemma 3 completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 4. If f(x) belongs to Hp, 1

°°, and if F(x) is defined as in

Lemma 3, then
f(x) = (2ir)-1/2 f F(u)eix"du
J _«o

almost everywhere.

In Theorems 3 and 4 take
(1,

- x = u = 0,

(. 0,

W< —

0 < M.

Then
2 Y'2 sin §:ry

G(y) = (2x)-1/2J* e-^Hu = ^—^
and the hypotheses

Hence
t Hobson, 5, p. 750.

of Theorems

3 and 4 are obviously satisfied.

(C, 1)
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(2.31)

j

Cx

/(w)aw=(

/ 2 V'2

—j

j

f00 sin \xy

-—

257

*««*»F(y)ily.

Consider first the case p = 1. In this case F(y) belongs to L( — *, oo) and the
second member of (2.31) may be written in the form

(27t)-1'2f du f eiu«F(y)dy.
J o

«r -oo

The desired conclusion now follows at once.
Now suppose p>\. From (2.31) and Holder's

(2.32)i

rx

/2\i/2r
g(-J

jr°°isini*yip
|^-^|dyj

inequality,

t/p'r

, iVp
jr", |f(y)|»d>J

= Mx1'?.

Take
((2:r)-I/2f 1 - -i-^e"",

G(«)
u) =
=

<

\

- to g u £ co,

co /

^

0,

u g

— co, co g M.

Then
2
g(-

and the hypotheses

y) =

7TC0

of Theorems

(27t)-1'2j*

(l

(2.33)

sin2 |co(x — y)
(x

— y)2

3 and 4 are again satisfied. Hence
-

^-\F(u)eixudu

2

sin2 \xy

= -\

7TO! ./ _„

/(*+ y)—H-iy

(C,i).

But it is easy to see that, in virtue of (2.32), the integral in the second member of (2.33) exists as an improper Lebesgue integral. For, writing

Mi) " J f0 f{u)du
we have

J-Y
o

sin2 icoy

/(* + y) -7-1

y2

sin2 AcoF

dy = Mx + Y) —-

72

/'

F

1
4

«*/!(*)

d / sin2 lcoy\

and by (2.32) this obviously tends to a limit as F tends to infinity.
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Divide the integral in the second member of (2.33) into three terms, viz.,

-\ f K+( + f 1=*i+!*+**>

1tc0 W -oo

J-k

J k

)

where K is a positive constant such that —K = x = K. Then
2 sin2 huK

h=-—-

xco

4

K

ttwJr

2 r°°sinw-v

-I

-—

it J k

r °° sin2 icoy

MX+K) + —1

-pLfl(x+y)dy
y

Mx + y)dy.

y2

Now, by (2.32),

Ifi(x + y) I g MI x + y [11".
Therefore, if K and x are fixed,

lim I3 =-lim

oj->oo

2

r00 sin coy

I -fi(x

ta—>oo J K

+ y)dy = 0

y2

by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. Similarly lim^^^/^O
while h is Fejer's
integral and so tends tof{x) as co tends to infinity. This yields the desired re-

sult.
3. The class Lp*. The fundamental property of functions of this class is
given in the following theorem. The corresponding result for the case p = =o is
given elsewhere.f

Theorem 5. If F(x) belongs to Lp*, 1 Sp < co, and if
d

(3.1)
thenf(x)

/(*) = (2tt)-i'2

C x eixu — 1

-.-F(u)du,

dx J _M

tu

belongs to Hp and F(x) is the Fourier transform in L" of f(x).

We begin by showing that f{x) belongs to Hp. Since F(x) belongs to Lp*,
1 g p < co, the integral
/°°

eixu — 1

-■
-oo

F(u)du

iu

converges uniformly in every finite range. We have

F(x, co) = (27I-)-1'2J
t Offord, 7, Theorem 5.

^1 - ^-^j

f(u)e~ixudu
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= (27t)-1'2

r w d U
HU-—

•/_„

(3.11)

/C

d« l\

)
«""7^

CO /

J-oo

»/

\u\\

\ eitu - 1

—U 1 - —L) «-«*»>-d«

J_w cfw (\

1sin2 \ut

r°° eiut - 1
-F(<)d<
-r

j

d U

F(t)dt \

.„o

-r/'

Iu I\

co /

)

it

F(t + x)dt.

7tc0 «/ _,

Consider first the case 1 <p<

co. By Holder's

sin ^co*Ip

SÖ'[/JF(,+*"

F(x, co) |p

< l/co1""

inequality

sin ico/ |p

f iF»+«)r

dt.

«/ —oo

Hence

j

sin hut]"

IF(«, co)/pdx^ if co1""J*

t

sin 6 p
t

JJff

e

j

x) "dx

\F(t+

£) ^ = if,
^

-00

the desired result. Now suppose p = l. Then
f"

.

2

r°°sin2ico/

I IF(x, co)I dx ^ — I -—
J -oo

7tc0 J _M

/2

CK.

.

dt I \F(t + x)\dx = M.
•/ _M

We have further to show that F(x, co) satisfies (1.31). Let e be any measurable
set in (— oo, oo). Then

r.

.

2 r°°sm2&t

I IF(x,co)Idx ^ — I -d<

J e

TuJ-^t2

r,

!

I IF(x+ t) Idx.

J e

But since F(x) belongs to L{ — oo, oo) it is possible to find a 5 independently

of / such that, if m{e) = 5, then

J \F(x+ t)Idt= t.
Hence f(x) belongs to H1 as desired. It only remains to show that F(x, co)
tends to F(x) almost everywhere. This, however, follows at once from the last
equality in (3.11). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 6. If f{x) belongs to Hv, 1 ^p ^ oo, then its Fourier transform F(x)
belongs to Lv*.
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The proof for the case p = «e is given elsewhere.f When 1 = p < oo, we have
/<*>

gixu

_

-F(u)du

!

iu

/<*

/

\y\\

r00

(eixu

I 1 - -Lii. )f(y)dy I-<Z«
\

co /

— 1)«-'»"

.7 _M

iw

= f "/(y)<*yw 0

This is the desired result.
The next theorem connects the theory developed here with the ordinary
theory of Fourier transforms.

Theorem 7. Let f(x) belong to Hp, l<p<<*>,
transform in 7> as defined in Theorem 1. Write

and let F(x) be its Fourier

f(u)e-ixHu;

/(a
-10

then

(3.12)

lim f \F(x) - I(x,a)\pdx = 0,

i.e., F(x) is the Fourier transform in L" off(x) in the ordinary sense. Conversely
if f(x) is such that (3.12) ** satisfied, then f(x) belongs to 77" and F{x) is its
Fourier transform in Lp in the sense of Definition 1.

To prove the first part of the theorem, in Theorems 3 and 4, take
( (2x)-1'VI",

g(u) = <
(.

0,

-

co ^ m g co,

u < — co, co < U.

Then

G(y) =

1 sin o)(x — y)
x

x —y

Hence
/<•

1 r°°
sin co(x — y)
}{u)e~ixHu = —
F(y)-dy.

-o,

x J _oo

x — y

Now Hille and Tamarkin|: have shown that the integral in the second member converges in mean of order p, 1 <p< oo, to F(x) as co tends to infinity.
This proves the first part of the theorem. As regards the second part, we have
t Offord, 7, Theorem 2.
} Hille and Tamarkin, 4, pp. 770-771.
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f(u)e-itudu.

Hence, if 1 <p<<x>,

-F(/)<fc

= (2t)-1'2 I

f(u)du \

-;-<ru*dt

= I f(u)du.
J o

Therefore F(t) belongs to Lp* and so, by Theorem 5, f(x) must belong to Hp.
Again, by Theorem 5, it follows that F(t) is the Fourier transform in Lp of

fix). This is the desired result.
We now give some sufficient conditions for functions to belong to the
classes Hp and Lp*.

Theorem 8. If F(x) belongs to 7>( —°°,°°), 1 Sptk 00, and if
(3.2)

(27t)-1'2 f F(u)eix"du
«'-00

converges everywhere to a function f(x) which is everywhere finite and integrable L
in every finite range, then F(x) belongs to Lp* and is the Fourier transform in

L» off(x).
Since F(x) belongs to Lp( — so, <»), 1 ^p=

f iIF(x) \

(3.3)

—00 1

+

°o,

dx

x2

is finite. Now Pollardf has shown that if (3.2) converges everywhere to a
function/^)
which is everywhere finite and integrable L in every finite range

and if (3.3) is finite, then
rxr'

Jo

r1 eixu — 1 — ixu

dt I f{u)du = (2ir)-1/2 I -F(u)du
J o

J -i

U-

— u2

+J

I—1) eixu

j—F(u)du + ci

Hence, since F(x) belongs to Lp( — =o, <x>),1 ^/>:J °o,
d

rr00 elxu
eixu ~
- 1

/(*) = O)-1'2—
-:-F(u)du,
dx J __,
zm

which is the desired result.
t Pollard, 11, p. 455.
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The following theorem also follows from Pollard's methods.

Theorem 9. If f(x) is such that

r°°IUW|
/(*)I dx

(3.41)
is convergent and if

(2t)-1'2 f

f(u)e~ixudu

J -00

converges everywhere to a function Fix) which is everywhere finite and belongs to
Z>(—oo, <»), 1^/><<», then fix) belongs to Hp and Fix) is its Fourier trans-

form.
Without loss of generality

we may suppose/(«)

=0, O^u = 1. Then it fol-

lows by Pollard's theorem that

(3.42)

/(«)

CY (

u2

J _Y \

-— = - (2t)-1'2 lim

\y\\

1-

) FtWdy

Y /

where

Fi{i)dt = I dt I Fiu)du.
0o

J 0

J 0

Now Pollard has shown that
(3.43)

F*(y)-»0

as y tends to infinity. Again, since F(y) belongs to Z>, 1 ^p<

(3.44)

IFi(y)I = yUp'[ J

so,

| F{t)\"dt^"= o(y).

Hence, from (3.41), (3.42), (3.43) and (3.44),

J* fiu)du= J fiu)du= - (2tt)-1/2
lim j
/Y

= (2x)-i/2lim

/

(2it)-1/2

-;-

C* eixn - 1
-F(y)d>
J-oc

I y I\

pY eixy -

F-.» J_Y

iy

^1 - ][^jF2{y)dy
J' u2e^du

ly

eiv

d2 /e*1" — eiv\

d2 (/

\y\\

,

\

Ui-LLL)Fi(y)Kdy

dy2 l\

- O)"1'2

Y /

)

f °° eiv - 1
-;-F{y)dy,
J-»

iy
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the integrals being convergent. It follows that F{x) belongs to Lp* and conquently, by Theorem 5; fix) belongs to Hp. This is the desired result.
4. The class HpLq. Consider the class HpL" of all the functions which

belong to both Hp, ISp^t™,

and L", l^q=&.

The following theorem

holds for functions of this class.

Theorem

10. If fix) belongs to HpLq, l^p = <*>,l^ff^0©,

Fourier transform F{x) in Lp. F(x) belongs to HqLp andf(-x)
transform in L" of F{x).

Consider first the case \^p

<<*>,\^Lqtkx

then it has a
is the Fourier

■We can apply Theorems 3 and

4 with
{ 1,
G(u) = \
K 0,

0 g u = x,
elsewhere.

Then
1 - e~

(4.1)

I F(u)du = (2x)-l/2 I -;-f(u)du
Jo

" -m

iu

But fix) belongs to L" and so by (4.1) to L*. Hence, if 1 ^q < oo, it follows
from Theorem 5 that F(x) belongs to Hq. Again, if q = oo then F(x) belongs to
Z7°°by the analoguef of Theorem 5 for this case. Now/(x) belongs toHp and
so must have a Fourier transform in Lp, i.e., F(x) belongs to HqLp. Also,
since F(x) belongs to H", it has a Fourier transform/(—x)
in L". This proves
the theorem for the case 1 ^ p < oo. Now suppose p= <x>.Then
F(x) = (2x)-1/2 lim

f

to—.oo J _w

The convergence
/.x

(l - ^-\f{u)e-iludu.
\

CO /

p u /

I MI\

is bounded so that

F(t)dt = (2x)-1/2 lim I
o

oj—oo J _w\

1 _

g-ixu

I 1 - -—-)-;-f(u)du.
co

/

iu

The desired result now follows as before.
From this result we can deduce at once the following theorem.
Theorem 11. Iff{x) has a Fourier transform F(x) in the class Lp, 1 ^p
oo,
then the necessary and sufficient condition thatf(-x)
should be the Fourier trans-

form of F(x) in Lq, 1 ^q= °o, is that fix) should belong to Lq.
It must be remarked that this theorem is true only when the Fourier
transform of a function is defined as in Definition 1.
f Offord,7, p. 208.
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5. The reciprocal

[September

class HPLP. A very interesting

special case of the class

HpLq is the class HPLP of all the functions which belong to both Hp and Lp.
We obtain the following theorem by putting q = p in Theorem 10.

Theorem 12. Iff(x)
also belongs to HPLP.

belongs to HPLP, 1 ^p^

», then its Fourier transform

We have already discussedf the case p=<x> under name of the class HB.
We now add an example of a function which is bounded and belongs to Hx
but does not belong to any Lebesgue class. Take

1,

M

= cos {[£]

0 = u < 2ir,

u) = {t

Icos nu,

2nw — u < 2(w + l)ir.

We shall show that
/(«)

IJ o

< M

COS XU i

for all x and co and from this it follows that

IJf

_ JüL^e-ix"f(u)du
= M,

i.e.,f(u) belongs to HXLX as desired. Suppose that 2(m+l)7r5^co<2(m+2)7r
and that r—\£s<rA-\,
Then, using 0(1) to denote an expression which is
uniformly bounded in x and co, we get
I /(w) cos xu du = 2~li
J 0

n=0

I

cos

= 71 Zm Ts["sin 2(« +
£■

cos nu du + 0(1)

»» 2n

n=0

L

l)wx — sin 2«7rx

n + x

2(n +
4- 1)7tx
lWa; — sin 2mrx~
2nirx~\
sin 2(«

n —x
1

——
2

m

23

„=i

(

sin 2»Trx<-

+ 0(1)

1

l(rc + x)(n + x — 1)

ns-ir-l.r.r+l

1
(w — x){n — x — 1)

Therefore
t Offord,7, p. 211.

+ 0(1).
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Ismw
I

f(u) cos xu du

J o

<1

■
n-i

2

j
1
+
l(» + x)(n + x — 1)

1
I +0(1;
» -f- #j[ « — x — 11 j

i»Fär-l,r,r+l

1 "

^-E2 »_i

1

1

+ -2 „_r+2
E
«2

1 5»

+ — E 7--,-—

(« — x)(w — x — 1)

1

2 n_i (x - »)(x — » + 1)

+ 0(1)

2 „=i «2

It is easily verified that
F(x) = (2ir)_1/2J

cos xmcos

" cos (2« + 1)tx
= (2ir)-!/22x sin ttx E -"n~a

x1 — w2

Corresponding to each class HPLP there is a class of self-reciprocal functions and we conclude this paper by giving two theorems for these functions.
Suppose that %{t) is integrable L in every finite range and such that
x{t)x-xli-udt

dx = M,

for all r > 0. Further let
(5.2)

-

= even function

21'4+i'/2r(i

of i.

+ \it)

Theorem 13. A necessary and sufficient condition that an even function f(x)
of HPLP, 1 = p S 00, should be its own Fourier transform is that it should be of

the form
(5.3)

1 r"

f{x) = —

x(t)x-^-ildt,

where the integral is summable (C, 1) almost everywhere and x(t) satisfies (5.1)

and (5.2).
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Theorem 14. A necessary and sufficient condition that an even function f(x)
of Lp, 1 = p < °s, should be a solution of the equation

- 1

f(u)du
■so

is that it should be of the form (5.3), where the integral is summable (C, 1) almost
everywhere and x(t) satisfies (5.1) and (5.2).

These theorems are the analogues for the class HPLP of the theorem of
Hardy and Titchmarsh f for the class L2. They can be proved by their argument and we shall not give the proof here. It is interesting to notice that the
function xll2J-i/i(%x2) is a self-reciprocal function of the class HpLp, for all

p>2, but it does not belong to L2.
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